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Abstract Recent work in experimental semantics has found that some
memory reports fail to give rise to theoretically predicted factivity-infer-
ences (see, e.g., White and Rawlins; de Marneffe et al.). Our paper ac-
counts for one domain of such failures, viz. factivity variation in episodic
memory reports. The latter are reports like John remembers a woman
dancing that require the agent’s personal experience of a past event or
scene. We argue that, in episodic memory reports, the factivity inference
is not triggered by the presupposition of the verb remember or its comple-
ment, but by the veridicality of the underlying experience: if the experi-
ence is veridical (as is often the case in perception), the factivity inference
arises. If the experience is counterfactual (as is the case in hallucination
and dreaming), the inference does not arise. We give a compositional
semantics for episodic memory reports that captures this dependence.

Keywords: Episodic memory reports · Experiential attitude reports ·
Veridicality inferences · Factivity variation · Presupposition · Parasitic
attitudes

1 Introduction

The verb remember and its cognates (e.g. recall, recollect, reminisce) often give
rise to factivity inferences.1 The latter are inferences like (1a) that conclude the
truth of, e.g., a that-clause or gerundival complement (in (1a): a woman was dan-
cing) from the truth of a sentence whose matrix verb embeds this complement.
Since these inferences project through different entailment-cancelling operators
(e.g. through matrix negation, see (1b), and through the scope of a question, see
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(1c)) – and since they do not contribute at-issue content –, they are often as-
sumed to be presuppositional [14] (see [16,19]). (Below, we use Uegaki’s [44] nota-
tion for presupposition,

presup⇒ ):

(1) a. John remembers that a woman was dancing.
presup⇒ ‘A woman was dancing.’

b. John does not remember that a woman was dancing.
presup⇒ ‘A woman was dancing.’

c. Does John remember that a woman was dancing?
presup⇒ ‘A woman was dancing.’

The factivity of the memory report in (1a) is evidenced by the observation
that the truth of the complement in (1a) cannot be denied without yielding a
contradiction (see the semantic deviance of (2)):

(2) #John remembers that a was woman dancing, but – in fact – no woman
was dancing.

It is also evidenced by the observation that, in contexts in which the speaker
explicitly acknowledges their ignorance about the truth of the complement, this
acknowledgement cannot be felicitously combined with a sentence that embeds
this complement under remember (as in (3a); due to [7,8], following [39]):

(3) a. #I do not know whether a woman was dancing, but John remembers
that a woman was dancing.

b. Contrast: XI do not know whether a woman was dancing, but Mary
believes that a woman was dancing.

The factivity of (1a) is further supported by the observation that, in contexts in
which the truth of the complement has been established, a speaker can only make
a genuine conversational contribution by expressing a knowledge-like attitude
towards the content of this complement (see (4a); due to [7]):

(4) A: A woman was dancing in the park.

a. B: XI {know, remember} that a woman was dancing in the park.

b. B: #I {believe, think} that a woman was dancing in the park.

Analogously to the above, factivity inferences are also valid in some memory
reports with gerundival complements (e.g. (5a)). Since these reports require that
the agent has personally experienced the event or scene that is described by the
complement, we call such reports episodic memory reports (following [10,41]).

(5) Context: During last week’s picnic in the park, John saw a woman dance.

a. (Now,) John remembers a/the woman dancing.
presup⇒ ‘A woman was dancing (in @).’

The factivity of (5a) is evidenced by the observation that this report likewise pas-
ses the tests from (2) to (4) (see (6)–(8)).2 The possibility of giving these exam-



ples a charitable interpretation (see our judgement ‘?’, not ‘#’) suggests that
their factivity presupposition has a soft trigger and is easily cancelled (see [2,3]).

(6) ?John remembers a woman dancing, but there was no such woman./
. . . , but no woman was dancing.

(7) a. ?I do not know whether a woman was dancing (in @), but John re-
members a woman dancing.

b. Contrast: XI don’t know whether a woman is dancing (in @), but
Mary imagines a woman dancing.

(8) A: A woman was dancing in the park.
i. B: XI remember a woman dancing (in @).
ii. B: #I imagine a woman dancing (in @).

In contrast to remember that-reports, the validity of the factivity inference
in episodic memory reports seems to vary with the context.3 In particular, while
this inference is valid in cases (e.g. (5)) where the remembering targets the object
of a past (veridical) perception, it is invalid in cases (e.g. (9)) where the remem-
bering targets the object of a past counterfactual experience (in (9): of a dream):

(9) Context: After the picnic, John dozed off and dreamt of a hippo singing.

a. John remembers a hippo singing.
presup

6⇒ ‘A hippo was singing (in @).’

BUT:
presup⇒ ‘A hippo was singing in John’s dream.’

b. John does not remember a hippo singing.
presup⇒/ ‘A hippo was singing (in @).’

The non-factivity of the memory report in (9a) is evidenced by the fact that –
unlike the truth of the complement in (5a) (see (6)) – the truth of the complement
in (9a) can be denied without requiring a charitable interpretation (see (10)):

(10) XJohn remembers a hippo singing, but there was no such hippo (who was
ll singing in @). It all – and only (!) – happened in his dream . . .

The report in (9a) further fails (!) the speaker’s ignorance test (see (11)), and
the vacuous dialogue test (see (12)):

(11) XI do not know whether a hippo was singing (in @), but John remembers
a hippo singing (viz. in his dream).

(12) A: A hippo was singing in John’s dream.

a. B: XI remember a hippo singing.
b. B: XI imagine hippo singing.

2 Since know and think do not accept gerundive complements, we only consider the
remember -case of (4) in (8), and replace think in the ‘vacuous’ case with imagine.

3 We will show below that the factivity inference can also vary with the report’s linguis-
tic context. This is the case when the complement contains a fictional predicate (e.g.
dream(ing); see (26) and Sect. 3) or when the embedded content is saliently counter-
factual (as in the case of singing hippos or squared circles).



Note: To apply the speaker’s ignorance test to (9a), we evaluate the occurrences
of singing from (11) w.r.t. different indices (viz. at the actual world, @, resp. at
John’s oneiric [= dream-]scene). If we had not done this, (11) would be straight-
forwardly false, due to the falsity of ‘John remembers a hippo singing in @’.

Our paper seeks to explain the difference in factivity between (5a) and (9a).
To motivate the need for a designated account of factivity variation in episodic
memory reports, we first review leading semantic accounts of factivity and fac-
tivity variation, and show that they are unable to account for the observed vari-
ation (Sect. 2). We then introduce the core idea of our account, viz. the parasitic
dependence of memory content on the content of a personal past experience
(see Sect. 3). Section 4 provides a compositional semantics for gerundively com-
plemented occurrences of remember that has built-in the notion of experiential
parasitism. It uses this semantics to account for factivity variation in (5) and (9).
The paper closes by suggesting how this semantics can be applied to explaining
the observation that the factivity of some (!) remember that-reports (e.g. (13a))
also varies with the context:

(13) Context: After his picnic in the park, John dreamt of a hippo singing.
a. (Now, John remembers very little about his dream in the park. But)

He still remembers that a hippo was singing.
presup⇒/ ‘A hippo was singing (in @).’

2 Existing Accounts

The difference in validity between the factivity inferences in (5a) and (9a) poses
a challenge for existing semantic accounts of factivity. Most of these accounts
explain factivity inferences like (5a) through the lexical-compositional semantics
of the embedding occurrence of remember (e.g. (14a); see [13,33]) or through the
semantics of the complementizer that (e.g. (15a); s. [19,21,18]). In (14a) and (15a),
the factivity presupposition (i.e. ‘p is true at the actual world, @’) is underlined.

(14) a. Jremember1K@ = λp〈s,t〉 : p@. λz
e. remember′@(z, p) (factive)

b. Jremember2K@ = λp〈s,t〉. λze. remember′@(z, p) (non-factive)

(15) a. JthatfK = λp〈s,t〉 : p@. λw. pw (factive)

b. JthattK = λp〈s,t〉. λw. pw (non-factive)

In their simplest form, the above accounts straightforwardly capture the fac-
tivity inference in (1b) (see (16) resp. (17)):

(16) J(1b)K@ ≡ JnotK
(
Jremember1K@

(
JJohnK, J(that) a woman dancedK

))
= (∃x)[woman@(x) ∧ dance@(x)].

¬remember′@(john, λw∃y.womanw(y) ∧ dancew(y))

⇒ ∃x.woman@(x) ∧ dance@(x)

(17) J(1b)K@ ≡ JnotK
(
Jremember2K@

(
JJohnK, JthatfK

(
Ja woman dancedK

)))
= ¬remember′@(john,∃x.woman@(x) ∧ dance@(x).

λw∃x.womanw(x) ∧ dancew(x))



≡ (∃x.woman@(x) ∧ dance@(x))∧
¬remember′@(john, λw∃y.womanw(y) ∧ dancew(y))

⇒ ∃x.woman@(x) ∧ dance@(x)

Assuming Stephenson’s [40] semantics for episodic uses of remember (see (18)),
‘verb-based’ accounts (i.e. accounts like (16) that explain factivity inferences
through the semantics of the embedding verb) can also capture the gerundive
variant of (1a), i.e. (5a). In (18), s is a Kratzer-style situation (see [20]). Since (18)
interprets ‘remember’ as a relation to a situation rather than to a proposition,
we use a different non-logical constant for ‘remember’ in (18), viz. remember′′:

(18) Jremember3K@ = λp〈s,t〉λze ∃s : ps ∧ p@. remember′′@(z, s)

The need for a different semantics for the interpretation of (5a) (vis-à-vis of (1a))
is apparent from the observation that (5a) has different truth-conditions from
(1a): to be true, (5a) requires that John has personally (here: visually/perceptu-
ally) experienced a woman dancing. The truth of (1a) does not make such re-
quirement. In particular, only (1a) – but not (5a) – is true in a scenario in which
Mary told John that a woman had been dancing in the park.

Its merits notwithstanding, the above accounts fail to capture the non-factivity
of (9a): To explain the non-validity of factivity inferences, verb-based accounts
could employ Karttunen-style [17] ‘plugs’ (which block presuppositions from pro-
jecting) or could assume that the verb remember is ambiguous between two ho-
mophonous lexical entries, viz. a factive remember1 and a non-factive remember2

(see (14)).4 The non-factivity of (9a) could then be captured by analyzing the
matrix verb in this report as remember2 (see (14b)):

(19) a. J(9a)K@ ≡ Jremember2K@
(
JJohnK, Ja hippo sangK

)
= remember′@(john, λw∃x. hippow(x) ∧ singw(x))

6⇒ ∃x. hippo@(x) ∧ sing@(x)

However, since plugs typically take the form of lexical material (e.g. a counter-
factual attitude verb like dream; see (20)) – and since such material is absent in
(9a) –, Karttunen’s strategy cannot be used to explain the non-factivity of (9a).

(20) John remembers a hippo singing in his dream.

Analogously to the above, ‘complement-based’ accounts (i.e. accounts like (17)
that explain factivity inferences through the semantics of the complement; see
[21,18]) could try to locate the difference between (5a) and (9a) instead in the
complement of the matrix verb. The difference in factivity of these reports could
then be explained through the use of two different (silent) complementizers, ∅1
(our earlier thatf; see (21a)) and ∅2 (our earlier thatt; see (21b)), or of two differ-
ent silent determiners, ∆1 and ∆2, (see (22), where s is a variable over events or
scenes). The former strategy follows Kratzer’s [21] distinction between a factive
and a ‘trivial’ complementizer that. The latter strategy follows Kastner’s [18]
assumption of a covert presuppositional determiner, ∆.

4 These two alternatives are given – and rejected – as explanatory options in [8].



(21) a. J∅1K = λp: p@. λw. pw (factive) b. J∅2K = λp. λw. pw (non-factive)

(22) a. J∆1K = λp: p@. ηs. ps (factive) b. J∆2K = λp. ηs. ps (non-factive)

The possibility of rephrasing (1a) – but not the that-clause variant, (24a), of
(9a) – through a fact-DP (see (23) vis-à-vis (24b)) makes the Kastner-style route
promising.

(23) John remembers the fact that a woman was dancing (in the real world).

(24) a. John remembers that a hippo was singing (in his dream).
b. ??John remembers the fact that a hippo was singing.

This route has further appeal since the complement in (5a) behaves syntactically
very much like a definite DP (see [12]). However, this appeal is weakened by the
observation that (5a) and (9a) display the same syntactic behavior. As a result,
it seems implausible to analyze them through different silent determiners. The
use of ∆1 and ∆2 is further challenged by the difficulty of integrating them into
existing semantics for the verb remember.

Strategy

We propose to explain the difference in factivity between (5a) and (9a) through
the observation that the content of the reported remembering depends on the
content of an underlying experience.5 In the context for (5a) (i.e. (5)), this expe-
rience is John’s (visual) perceiving. In the context for (9a) (i.e. (9)), the relevant
experience is John’s dreaming. To capture this dependence, we call remembering
the parasite attitude (following Maier [27]; see [5,6,28]). We dub the experience
the host attitude (or the host experience) and describe the dependence between
the two as experiential parasitism (see [25]). The different veridicality proper-
ties of these experiences (typically: the veridicality of (visual) perception and
the non-veridicality, or counterfactuality, of dreaming) then explain the different
inference behavior of (5a) and (9a): since perception is typically veridical, the fac-
tivity inference arises in (5a). Since dreaming is typically counterfactual [= non-
veridical], the factivity inference does not arise in (9a).

3 Background: experiential parasitism

Our examples in (5) and (9) have explicitly introduced a visual, respectively an
oneiric [= dream-]experience on which John’s remembering is parasitic. The par-
asitic dependence of remembering on these primary experiences is supported by
the observation that, in the contexts from (5) and (9), (5a) and (9a) can be para-
phrased by reports, i.e. (25) resp. (26), that explicitly refer to the target of this
experience (here: to the visual scene that features a dancing woman resp. to the
oneiric scene that features a singing hippo). In the paraphrases below, the para-

5 This dependency motivates the name experiential remembering (see, e.g., [4,25]). In
psychology and cognitive science, experiential remembering is often called episodic
remembering, following the work of Endel Tulving (see e.g. [10,42]).



site attitude [= remembering] is given a grey frame. The host experience [= visu-
al perception resp. dreaming] is highlighted in grey.

(25) a. John remembers a (particular) visual scene in which a woman was

dancing.

b. John remembers the woman whom he saw at the park last week

dancing in the park .

(26) a. John remembers an oneiric scene in which a hippo was singing.

b. John remembers the hippo from his dream singing in his dream .

Other examples of experiential parasitism are given in (27) and (28). Example (27)
is due to Ninan [31, ex. (18)]. Example (28) is inspired by Blumberg [6, ex. (102)]:

(27) Ralph is imagining the man whom he sees sneaking around on the wa-

terfront flying a kite in an alpine meadow (in his imagination.)

(28) Ida is imagining the unicorn of which she dreamt last night basking

in the sun (in her imagination).

In (25)–(28), the parasitic behavior of the reported attitude (there: remember-
ing resp. imagining) is made explicit by the presence of a predicate for the host
experience (there: visual/saw resp. oneiric/dreamt). However, the experience-
dependence of episodic memory reports is also evidenced when the experience
is not made explicit. This evidence includes intuitively valid inferences from
episodic memory reports to reports of the remembering agent’s experience of the
scene described in the memory report [40] (see (29)–(30)). In what follows, we will
call such inferences experientiality inferences.

(29) a. John remembers a woman dancing. (see (5a))

⇒ b. ‘John has (seen/perceptually) experienced a woman dancing.’

(30) a. John remembers a hippo singing. (see (9a))

⇒ b. ‘John has (mentally/counterfactually) experienced a hippo singing.’

Support for experiential parasitism further comes from the observation that
false memory reports (esp. misremember -reports like (31a)) only have intuitive
truth-conditions on a reading that evaluates the topic of the complement (i.e.
what the statement expressed by the complement is about [36,22]) directly at the
experienced scene. The relevant reading still evaluates the comment of the com-
plement (i.e. what is said about the topic) at Bill’s mnemonic scenario [= at a
designated member of the set of his ‘false memory’-alternatives]. In the comple-
ment of (31a), the topic expression is the embedded subject pronoun her ; the
comment expression is the embedded predicate have clear, untattooed skin. The
example in (31) is modelled on Blumberg’s [6] ‘burgled Bill’-case:

(31) Context: Last night, Bill dreamt of a woman with tattoos (no one in par-
ticular whom he has come across in real life).



a. Now, he misremembers her having clear, untattooed skin.

6≡ i. de re: There exists a tattooed woman whom Bill mis- (%)
remembers (as) having clear, untattooed skin.

6≡ ii. de dicto: Bill remembers (wrongly) an inconsistent (%)
situation in which a woman simultaneously
did and did not have tattoos.

≡ b. Bill misremembers the tattooed woman from his dream (X)
having clear, untattooed skin.

To capture parasitic dependencies like the above, Blumberg [5] has proposed
to parametrize the familiar semantic values of attitude complements (i.e. sets of
possible ‘parasite’ worlds; above: Bill’s misremembering-alternatives) by the re-
spective ‘host’ worlds (here: Bill’s oneiric alternatives). This parametrization
yields sets of ordered pairs of worlds [= Blumberg’s paired propositions] (see also
[25], [30, Ch. 2]). The first element in these pairs is a ‘host’ world. The second ele-
ment is a ‘parasite’ world that depends on the host alternative.

The syntactic analyses of (31a) in (32) capture this parametrization by posit-
ing distinct variables for the alternatives that are introduced by the matrix/para-
site attitude (in (31): Bill’s misremembering), i.e. w2, and for the alternatives
that are introduced by the host experience (there: Bill’s dreaming), i.e. w1 (see
[5,6]; following [32,34]). The readings from (31a-i), (31a-i), and (31b) are given
by the LFs in (32). The relevant LF – on which (31a) is true – is given in (32c).

(32) a. [a woman-in-@@@] [λt.Bill misremembers in @

[λw1 [λw2. t has clear skin in w2 ] ] ]

b. Bill misremembers in @

[λw1 [λw2. a woman-in-w2w2w2 has clear skin in w2 ] ]

c. Bill misremembers in @

[λw1 [λw2. a woman-in-w1w1w1 has clear skin in w2 ] ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
(the designator of) a paired proposition

Above, the hyphens in the analysis of a woman (see ‘woman-in-w ’) indicate that
the topic expression a woman has a rigid use w.r.t. the world w. On this use,
the semantic value of a woman [= the salient female individual in s1] is constant
across all worlds. This individual is then imported in the interpretation of the
complement (at w2, where interpretation is indicated without hyphens). This im-
port can proceed through a rigidifying operator (e.g. through a variant of Ka-
plan’s [15] dthat that can fix the topic’s reference at any world).

Using Blumberg’s ‘double indexing’-approach, the most plausible readings of
(5a) and (9a) are given in (33) respectively in (34):

(33) John remembers in @ [λw1 [λw2. a woman-in-w1w1w1 dances in w2 ] ]

(34) John remembers in @ [λw1 [λw2. a hippo-in-w1w1w1 sings in w2 ] ]



Note that – analogously to (32c) – the comment expression in (33)/(34) (here:
the predicate, dances resp. sings) is evaluated at the parasite [= memory-]alter-
native, w2, while the topic expression (i.e. the embedded subject, a woman resp.
a hippo) is evaluated at the host alternative, w1. The evaluation of the topic
expression at w1 is needed to ‘anchor’ the actual referent of a woman resp. a hippo
to the host experience. The evaluation of the comment at w2 is required by Per-
cus’ Generalization X. The latter demands that the situation variable that a pre-
dicate selects for must be co-indexed with the nearest lambda above it [32, p. 41].

Admittedly, the interpretation of the topic and the comment in (5a) at dif-
ferent alternatives goes against the intuition from (25) (which interprets both a
woman and dance w.r.t. John’s visual scene from the park).6 Our interpretation
of episodic uses of remember solves this problem, as we will show below.

4 A Uniform Semantics for Episodic Remember

To capture the parasitic dependence of remembering on a personally experienced
event, we give episodic uses of remember the semantics in (35). The latter is a
uniform semantics that is used in the interpretation of the factive (5a) [John re-
members a woman dancing ] and of the non-factive (9a) [John remembers a hippo
singing ]:

(35) JrememberexpK@ = λRλzλe

experientiality requirement︷ ︸︸ ︷
(∃e′)

[
expw@

(e′, z)∧
(
∃s1: s1 < w@. s1 < ω(e′)

∧ remember@(e, z, ηes2 : s2 = s1. R(s1, s2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
the object of remembering: a situation

)
)]

Above, expw@
(e′, z) expresses that, in (some specific spatio-temporal location of)

the world, w@, of which @ is part, the agent z has had an experience e′. ω is a
function that maps the event of z’s experiencing, e′, to the situation (scene) that
serves as the object of z’s experience. For John’s seeing event from (5), this ob-
ject is the scene (perceived from John’s particular visual perspective in the park)
in which a woman is dancing. The partiality of the inclusion between the memory
object, s1, and the experience object, ω(e′), i.e. s1 < ω(e′), is motivated by the
observation that agents typically only remember a part of the experienced scene.

The semantics in (35) construes episodic remembering as a relation to a situ-
ation (i.e. an event or scene, ηes2. R(s1, s2)) whose content z has previously
experienced with their own senses (see [10,40]). Since the situation that serves
as the object of episodic remembering intuitively varies with the remembering
event, e, we identify it through a choice function, ηe, that is dependent on e.
This function selects a situation from the ‘classical’ proposition (viz. the set of
situations, λs2. R(s1, s2)) that results from filling the first argument slot of a pai-
red proposition (R) with the ‘host’ situation, s1 (in (5a): with John’s perceived
visual scene in which a woman is dancing). For the semantic value of the comple-
ment in (33) (see (36a)), this classical proposition is the set of possible worlds
in which the woman from s1 dances, i.e. {w : a woman-in-s1 dances in w} (see

6 An analogous observation holds w.r.t. and (9a) and (26).



(36b)). To enable the identification of memory objects with (partial) situations
(rather than total worlds), we generalize possible worlds to possible situations, s.

(36) a. J[λs′ [λs. a woman-in-s′s′s′ dances in s ]]K(s1)

= b.

a paired proposition︷ ︸︸ ︷
λs′λs(∃x)

[
dthat (ιy.womans′s′s′(y)) = x ∧ dances(x)

]
(s1)

≡ λs(∃x)
[
dthat (ιy.womans1s1s1(y)) = x ∧ dances(x)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
a ‘classical’ proposition

In (36b), dthat is a situation-general variant of Kaplan’s ‘dthat’-operator. To ob-
tain an easy translation of a woman in (5a), we use Russell’s iota operator [37,38].
Our use of this operator (esp. of its uniqueness requirement) is warranted by the
observation that John’s misremembering in (31a) concerns a specific woman (viz.
the woman whom he has seen at the park).

4.1 Capturing Experientiality Inferences

We have already pointed out that episodic memory reports give rise to experi-
entiality inferences (see (29)–(30); the former is copied in (37)):

(37) a. John remembers a woman dancing.

⇒ b. ‘John has (seen/perceptually) experienced a woman dancing.’

To capture the validity of these inferences, we place an ‘experientiality require-
ment’ on episodic uses of remember. This requirement demands that, in (some
specific spatio-temporal location of) the world, w@, of which @ is part, the agent
has had7 an experience, e′ (see ∃e′. expw@

(e′, z)), whose object, ω(e′) [= the expe-
rienced situation], is informationally included in the object of their remembering,
[s1 =] ηes2. R(s1, s2) (i.e. s1 ≤ ω(e′)).8

The required inclusion relation between the objects of memory and experi-
ence ensures that the agent’s experience is relevant to the reported remembering.
This relation e.g. excludes the use of episodic remember for the description of
vicarious memories (see (38)). The latter are non-actual mental experiences (typ-
ically: the product of another agent’s vivid description of an emotionally intense
event) that have the same phenomenological qualities (e.g. imagery, perspectiv-
ity, emotional intensity) as an actual, real-world experience [26,29,35] (see [46]).

(38) Context: Paul has never seen a woman dancing in the park, but John has.
c In fact, John has told Paul about the woman and her dancing

7 To keep our semantics as simple as possible, we assume that the ‘past-directnedness’
of remembering (i.e. that the point in time at which the experience event e′ occurred
precedes the point in time of the remembering event e, i.e. te′≺ te) is built into exp.

8 Following [24, p. 659], we assume that a situation, s1, includes a situation 2, i.e. s2 ≤
s1), if the location l1 and time t1 of the world-part about which s1 contains contextu-
ally salient information includes the location l2 and time t2 of the world-part about
which s2 contains contextually salient information (s.t. l1 maintains or expands the
perimeters of l2 and t1 starts before or simultaneously with t2 and ends after or
simultaneously with t2.



c in meticulous detail on so many occasions that Paul has come
c to believe that he has himself witnessed the event.

a. #Paul remembers a woman dancing.

In virtue of the above, our semantics for episodic remember straightforwardly
captures the inference in (37)/(29).9 This is so since, given s2 = s1, the situation
(i.e. s2) in which the woman-in-s1 dances will be part of the object, ω(e′), of
John’s experience. (Since the unique(!) referent of a woman is determined at
ω(e′) – and since (29b) does not require exporting the referent-at-s1 of a woman
to another situation –, we can safely replace ‘∃x. dthat (ιy.womans1(y)) = x’ by
‘∃x.womanω(e′)(x)’ in (39b).)

(39) a. JJohn remembersexp [λs′ [λs. a woman-in-s′ dances in s ]]K@

= JrememberexpK
(
JJohnK, Jλs′ [λs. a woman-in-s′s′s′ dances in s ]K

)
= JrememberexpK

(
john, (↓ see (36b))

λs′λs(∃x)
[
dthat (ιy.womans′(y)) = x ∧ dances(x)

])
= (∃e)

experientiality requirement︷ ︸︸ ︷
(∃e′)

[
expw@

(e′, john) ∧
(
∃s1: s1 < w@. s1 < ω(e′) ∧

remember@
(
e, john, ηes2 : s2 = s1.

∃x. dthat (ιy.womans1(y)) = x ∧ dances2(x)
))]

⇒ b. (∃e′)
[
expw@

(e′, john) ∧
(
∃s1: s1 < w@. s1 < ω(e′)∧

(∃x. dthat (ιy.womans1(y)) = x ∧ dances2(x))
)]

≡ (∃e′: ω(e′) < w@)
[
expw@

(e′, john)∧(∃x.womanω(e′)(x)∧danceω(e′)(x))
]

= JJohn has experienced a woman dancingK@

The modelling of the inference in (30) is fully analogous.
Note that, in the semantics for remember in (35), the experientiality require-

ment contributes primary [= at issue-]content, rather than just secondary (e.g.
presuppositional) content. The at-issue status of the experience is apparent from
the fact that the experience is entailed by positive episodic remember -reports
like (5a) (see (5)), but does not project through negation (see (40)). It is further
supported by the observation that the agent’s having had the experience can be
directly targeted by negation (see (41)):

(40) John does not remember a woman dancing.
6⇒ ‘John has witnessed [= experienced/seen] a woman dancing.’

(41) a. Paul: I remember a woman dancing in the park yesterday.

b. John: XThat can’t be true. You weren’t even there – I told you about
x it/her over dinner after I returned.

Note that (39) leaves the particular mode of the experience (expectedly: vi-
sual perception) unspecified. In (5), this mode is provided by the situational, real-

9 In the final compositional step in (39), we introduce existential closure over the
remembering event e, as is common in Neo-Davidsonian semantics (see e.g. [9]).



world context. Alternatively, the mode of the experience could be specified lingu-
istically (e.g. by an overt predicate for this mode; see (25b), copied in (42)) or by
a default assumption about the identity of this mode (e.g. visual perception [46]).

(42) John remembers the woman whom he saw at the park . . . dancing.

4.2 Capturing Factivity Inferences

Intuitively, different modes of experience (here: visual perception vs. dreaming)
have different veridicality properties. For example, visual perception is typically
taken to be veridical, in the sense that it validates inferences of the form of (43).
Imagination, hallucination, and dreaming are often taken to be non-veridical, in
the sense that they do not validate inferences like (44).10

(43) a. John has seen [= visually perceived] a woman dance(ing).

⇒ b. ‘A woman was dancing (in @).’

(44) a. John has dreamt of a hippo singing.

6⇒ b. ‘A hippo was singing (in @).’

Our semantics for episodic uses of remember treats veridical experience-based
memory as the default case. It implements this default by presupposing that the
object of the agent’s remembering (in (35): [s1 =] ηes2. R(s1, s2)) is informa-
tionally included in the world, w@, in which the remembering event e is located
(i.e. s1 < w@). On its global interpretation, this presupposition validates the
factivity inference from (5a) (see (45)):

(45) a. global: JJohn has experienced a woman dancingK@

= (∃e′)
[
ω(e′) < w@ ∧ expw@

(e′, john)∧
(∃x.womanω(e′)(x) ∧ danceω(e′)(x))

]
≡ (∃e′)

[
expw@

(e′, john) ∧ (∃x)
[
(womanω(e′)(x) ∧ danceω(e′)(x))∧

(womanw@w@w@
(x) ∧ dancew@w@w@

(x))
] ]

⇒ b. (∃x)[womanw@
(x) ∧ dancew@

(x)]

= JA woman is dancingKw@w@w@ = JA woman was dancingK@

It is well-known that embedded presuppositions can be cancelled (or suspen-
ded ; see e.g. [16,1,39]). This holds in particular for the presuppositions of so-cal-
led ‘soft’ triggers [3] (incl. cognitive factives like recognize and remember ; see [1]).
Abrusán [2] has proposed that the complements of factive verbs are only pre-

10 Much of the contemporary semantics literature treats fiction verbs like imagine and
dream as anti-veridical (or anti-factive) predicates (see e.g. [11,43]). The latter are
predicates that entail (resp. presuppose) the falsity of their complement (see ( † )):

( † ) a. John has dreamt of a hippo singing.

⇒ b. ‘It is not the case that a hippo was singing (in @).’

Since non-veridicality is a weaker property than anti-veridicality, we here treat dream
as a non-veridical predicate.



supposed in the absence of additional contextual information. When such infor-
mation is present (as is the case in our ‘John dreaming’ example, see (46a)),
the presupposition may not even be triggered in the first place (see [3, p. 182]).
Given our semantics for episodic uses of remember, Abrusán’s account straight-
forwardly explains both the validity of the factivity inference in (5a) (see (45))
and the non-validity of this inference in (9a) (see (46a)):

(46) Note: Below, the ///-strikeout of ‘ω(e′) < w@’ expresses that the context
in (9) (or equivalently, the preposition from his dream in (26b)) blocks
the triggering of the presupposition that ω(e′) < w@.

a. JJohn has experienced a hippo singingK@

= JA hippo is singing in John’s (non-veridical) experienceK@

= (∃e′: ω(e′) < w@/ / / / / / /)
[
expw@

(e′, john)∧(∃x. hippoω(e′)(x)∧singω(e′)(x))
]

6⇒ b. (∃x)[hippow@
(x) ∧ singw@

(x)]

= JA hippo is singingKw@w@w@ = JA hippo was singingK@

We close this section by applying our proposed semantics to reports of false mem-
ories. Since these reports can also contain episodic uses of remember, they have
an interesting effect on the validity of factivity inferences in reports of memories
of veridical experiences.

4.3 Reports of False Episodic Memories

We have observed in (38) that episodic memory reports cannot be used to report
vicarious memories. However, such reports are often felicitously used to report
false memories (see (47)):

(47) Context: During last week’s picnic, John saw a woman dancing.

a. John remembers the woman wearing sneakers. XBut in fact, she was
dancing barefoot.

≡ b. John {falsely remembers, misremembers} a woman wearing sneakers.

These uses also extend to reports of (false) memories of non-veridical experiences:

(48) Context: After the picnic, John dozed off and dreamt of a hippo singing.

a. John remembers the hippo tapping its feet. XBut (in John’s dream)
it wasn’t tapping its feet.

≡ b. John {falsely remembers, misremembers} a hippo tapping its feet.

Our semantics for episodic uses remember can capture these cases. This is so
since the identity between the situation s1 (at which a woman resp. a hippo is in-
terpreted) and the object of remembering (at which the comment is interpreted)
is also encoded as a presupposition. The possibility of cancelling this presuppo-
sition then captures cases of misremembering (see, e.g., (49)):

(49) a. JJohn remembersexp [λs′ [λs. a woman-in-s′ wears sneakers in s ]]K@

= (∃e)(∃e′)
[
expw@

(e′, john)∧
(
∃s1: s1 < w@. s1 < ω(e′)∧remember@

(
e, john,

ηes2 : s2 = s1/ / / / /.∃x. dthat (ιy.womans1(y)) = x∧wears sneakerss2(x)
))]



⇒ b. (∃e′)
[
expw@

(e′, john) ∧ (∃x)
[
(womanω(e′)(x)) ∧ (womanw@w@w@

(x))
]]

= JJohn has experienced (there being) a womanKw@

⇒ c. JThere is a womanKw@ = (∃x)[womanw@
(x)]

6 6 6⇒ d. JA woman is dancingKw@w@w@

(49) is consistent with cases where the woman from the park is only wearing
sneakers in John’s memory, but not in John’s veridical perception (from the
park). The satisfaction of the presupposition ‘s2 = s1’ is thus a criterion for the
accuracy of the episodic memory.

Since inaccurate remembering introduces memory content that was not part
of the original experience (in (47a): that the woman was wearing sneakers), it
is another source (next to the experience’s non-veridicality) for the invalidity of
factivity inferences in episodic memory reports (see (49b–d)).

The observation that s1 and s2 come apart in misremembering justifies our
use of Blumberg-style paired propositions as inputs to the compositional machi-
nery in (35): Without this observation – and the attendant co-evaluation of the
topic and the comment expression in all cases –, it would suffice to stick to the
‘classical’ [= one-dimensional] propositions. We have shown in [25] that, since
Blumberg’s framework is required for the interpretation of episodic misremem-
bering and imagistic imagining, only it enables the systematic discussion and
treatment of different experiential attitude verbs.

5 Outlook

Our discussion in this paper has focused on episodic memory reports that are ex-
pressed by embedded gerundives. Recent work on clausal selection suggests that
episodic memory recall can also be expressed through remember that-construc-
tions (e.g. (50a); see [23,40]). This especially holds for languages (e.g. German)
where ‘remember’ rejects gerundive complements: while German can report epi-
sodic recall through a non-manner how - [wie-]clause DP (in (51a); see [45]), that-
[dass-]clause reports like (51b) are much more frequently used for this purpose.

(50) Context: After his picnic in the park, John dreamt of a hippo singing.

a. (Today,) John still remembers that a hippo was singing.
presup⇒/ ‘A hippo was singing (in @).’

(51) a. John {erinnert sich, weiß noch}, wie ein Nilpferd gesungen hat.

[gloss: John {remembers-refl, knows still}, how a hippo sung has.]

b. John {erinnert sich, weiß noch}, dass ein Nilpferd gesungen hat.

In future work, we will study whether factivity variation also arises in reports like
(50a) and (51b), and – if this should turn out to be the case – how our account
can capture factivity variation in these reports. This work will also identify mar-
kers and diagnostics that help distinguish episodic uses of remember that-reports
(e.g. (50a); which we expect will be subject to factivity variation) from ‘proposi-
tional’ remember that-reports (e.g. (52); which we expect will always be factive).



(52) John remembers {Xthat kumquats are fruit, #kumquats being fruit}.
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